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Magnetotactic Bacteria

iNTRODUCTION

. .
Although life h
as evolved 10 It, the geomagnetic field has generally not
.
l'
. thelves
a J;0 Ie 10
of orgamsms other than humans.
HoweaCcorded
.
I t
ver, over
. the as twenty years eVidence has accumulated that
certain
skates 4 S~I;S as diverse as homing pigeons,l bees,z salamanders,3
6
abeh; .II1lce and perhaps humans ,7 can use the geomagnetic fields as
" cwcumstances. However, the most concue und. er certam
VIOra!
con
~incin de
certain
in
oc~urs
baeteri~ fron;;:nstratI~n of .magnetic fiel~ sensitivity.
d
aquatic sedlments that onent and SWIm 10 a .preferre
directi'
.
o . fields of the order of and mcIudm
o mmagnetI
On In h
g
c
the geo .. . geneous
MagnrnagnetI~ field (-0.5 G).8 This behavior is termedmagnetotaxis.
1970'Sbet:ctiC bacteria were discovered serendipitously in the early
8
of l11agn Y, cham P. Blakemore. He found various morphological types
indieatj etIcalIy sensitive bacteria in both freshwater and marine muds,
Blakelllore ~~ that ~~ fhenomenon is spread over various species. Blake
by
produced
fields
c
magneti
neous
homoge
ffelmh I ~Jn used
o tzcotls to Show that New England bacteria swim along magneti.c
fteld lin'
the No~~: ~e field direction, that is, in the direction indicated by
Ptoduced b king ~nd of a magnetic compass needle. When the field
flow, the Yth~ Coils is reversed by reversing the direction of current
conlilJuing to bac.~a respond immediately by executing U-turns and con
field
the
along
In the field direction. Killed cells orient
tines and
°tate When the field direction is reversed, but do not move

been

:Wirn

and are predorniDientlly

Norttl-sel~long.

I

I

ments will caus e them to be orie
nted parallel to each other along the
chain direction. 17 Thu s the mom ent
of the entire chain will be equal to
the sum of the individual particle
mom ents . For chains of 22 particles,
this gives a total remanent mom ent
M = 1.3 X 10-12 emu. Sincl~ the
particles are fixed in the bact eriu m
by the magnetosome envelOpe the
bacterium is, in effect, a swim min
g mag neti c dipole.
.
The simplest hypothesis for mag
netotaxis is passive orientatiOn of
the swimming bacterium alon g the
mag neti c field lines by the torque
exerted by the field on the magneti
c mom ent. 18 Thermal energy, on the
other hand, will tend to disorient the
bact eriu m during swimming. The
energy of the bacterial moment in
a mag neti c field H is given by
(3)
Em = -M ' H
= -M H cos 9,
h e u".IS the angle between M
wer
and H. The thermally averaged on'
entation of an ensemble of mom ents
, or equivalently, the time averaged
orientation of a single moment, is
written

f
= f

cos 9

(cos 9)

kT
eEm/kT
eEm/

e -Em/k T

= L (a);

dV

dV

(4)

a = MH/kT.

L(a ) is the Langevin function:

(5)
L(a ) = coth (a) - lIa,
and is plotted in Figure 2. If we
con side r A. magnetotacticum in the
earth'
.
s magnetic
field of 0.5 G at room temperature
, a - I 6 an d (COSI
9) > ,0.9. Because the Langevin func
tion asymptotically appro~ches
as a mcreases, the orientation would not
significantly improve If there
were more particles and the moment
per
bacterium were larger. Thus
each baeteri'
" 10
urn IS
effect a biomagnetic com pass optim
. Ize
' d to the
geoma~tic ~eld at room temp
erature.
The IDlgratlOn velocity along the mag
netic field lines
VB

= Vo (cos 9),

(6)

where ""0 is the fOtward velocity of the
swim
~gle between the axis of motility and theming bacterium and & ~
magnetic field. If ~o
...._:
....
_:..
.. ndent of H
"l'VUllty,

and the magnetic mom ent is parallel
to the axiS
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FIGLlU:
MH/ k e T
,
2 Langevin
. plolte.d as a function
llerage
orientation
of fu nC~lOn
of MHikT. The arrow indicates ~e
field of 0.5 G t
bactena contaInIng 22 500-A particles of Fe,O, in the geomagne
tIc

a room temperature.

VB

= voL(a),

(7)

providing
" IS average
P3red
to ththat th~ velocl~
d over a time which is long comcom
e rotational dIffusion time ,

\1;!lere .

T = 8-rr,JTJ/kT = 1 s,
(8)
r
IS
the
efti
.
Illll and'
ective hydrodynamic radius of the bacterium = 0.5
the v'ISCOSlty
. of water
. ~I·th
1IlolIlentsTJ>IS10-= 0.01 poise. For bactena
12
lS.thUS > 90% emu: the migration speed along magnetic field
h~es
IlUgraijon S
of theIr forward speed. This may be compared w~th
the respo peeds of
ofthe
the order of 10% of the forward speed in chemotaXIs,
COncentra: by which certain bacteria swim up or down chemical
!be Il1a on ~ients. 19
l!lents of :etI~ momen~. of bacteria can be calculat~ from measure-
illd flUin ~on velOCIties VB as a function of magnetic field stre:ngth ,
~ O;b e ~ults with Eq. (7). This method was frest ~plied to
acteria from sediments,20 and subsequently to stogIe bacbac

teria. 21 ,22 The results are consistent with the moment calculated by
estimating the volume of Fe304 from electron micrographs. Because
the moments in a group of bacteria will be distributed about the .mean
value (M), the method for groups of bacteria will be valid only m,the
limit of large a (a > 10) where L(a) -+ (l - lIa), and if the width
of the distribution is narrow.
The magnetic moment per cell could also be detennined from th~
w
.
width
of a U-turn executed by a bacterium following field revers al .
24
The discussion here follows the derivation by C. P. Bean. In the world
of the bacterium, inertial effects are negligible2S and hence the to~ue
exerted on the mOment by the field is proportional to angular velOCity:
M X H == MH sin 0

=

dO

81l'?T)-.

(9)

dr

We define
To

=

81l'?T)
MH;

(10)

then the velocity perpendicular to the field
V~

=

Vo

==

VoTo

The width of the U-turn

w ==
=

sin 0

(11)

dO

f

dr'

v-'- dr

(12)

VoToll'·

From the defmition of To, W is inversely proportional to MH and a
measurem~nt of W can in principle yield M. An actual measurement:
however, IS complicated by the requirement that the bacterium be CO?
fi~ed. to a horizontal plane during the U-turn. It is also possible ~
pnnclple to use magnetic measurements to obtain the average momen
of .~e ~ation and the mean squared deviation. If P(M) is the prob
probabtlity distribution for M,

f

P(M) dM

== 1,

(13)

and
(M)

=J

P(M) M dM.

4)
(14
(1

I·"
The magnetization of a sample is written
MH = NV I P(M) M L (a) dM,

(15)

where N is the number of bacteria per cc and V is the sample volume.
In the limit of large a, L(a) _ I - lIa and
MH = NV I P(M)M

= NV(M)

(1 -

(1 - ~)

tiM

~)
(M)H .

(16)

(17)

AsH"mcreases the term in brackets approaches 1 and
(18)

MH-NV(M).

In the limit of a _ 0, L(a) _ a/3 and
MH = NVI P(M)M' MH dM
3kT
= NV (M 2)H
3kT'

(19)

The mean squared deviation is by definition
&2

= (M2)

_ (M)2.

(20)

.ij~~
.. ,measurement of the saturation moment of the sample andthe

1IU~. s~ope can give a measure of &2. However, high measurement

1
sensItiVIty
. reqUIred
•
. IS
because if M = 10-12 emu and N = 10 /CC, the

~on mom:nt of alec sample will only be 10-5 emu. Fm~y, the
e~ .magnetic moment of a population can also be determmed by
a. tic light scattering.26 In this method, a laser beam is passed thro~gh
sample of bacteria in water in a magnetic field (Figure 3). The light
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Schematic ~on of light scattering experiment (see Ref.
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scattered at angle 8 with respect to the beam is measured as a function
of magnetic field strength. If we define the scattering vector Q = I'J
- k j where ~ and k j are the final and initial photon momenta. and
since

I let I = Ikjl,
IQ I = 2 Ik I

(21)

sin (8/2).

The intensity of scattered light at 8 is given by
1(8)

ex:

(22)

S(Q,H),

where S(Q,H) is the static structure factor. For small values of Q
(parallel to H)

S(Q H)
,

=N

I

P(a. 4» [Sin (QL cos 4>12)]2 d</>.
,
(QLl2) cos 4>

(23)

,
.
and
where N is the number of scatterers, L is the length of a bactenu~.
'" "
.
P IS the
'I' IS the angle between Q and the length of the bactenum. ".
angular distribution function of bacteria about the Q and H axiS.
P(a.,4»

= a.ellc~e sin 4>.

(24)

2 smh a.
Since the scattered light intensity depends on a. it can be used to mea:ure
M . A recent applicatIOn
'."
" 27 gives
of this method to A. magnetotactlcum
"Ie
results for M which are consistent with estimations of average partlC
size and number from electron micrographs.
An th
. ~ethod for determining the avera~e m~gne tI" c moment
o ero~tlcal
IB),
of a population utIlIzes the magnetically induced birefringence (~
and depends on the polarization anisotrophy of the bacteril7 (FI~
4). In zero magnetic field the bacteria are oriented at random and .e
total birefringence of the sample is zero. In an applied field the ~n~
e~tation distribution becomes peaked in the field direction and the bue
fnngence of the sample increases:
dn(H)

~here Ano

= Ano

[I _

3 c:th a.

+

:2].

is the birefringence of the sample when fully

(25)

oriented"~

high field, and a. is defined above. Determination of An(H) as a functI
of H can be fit with Eq. (25) to yield M. Measurements made on a
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4 Schematic representation of magnetically induced birefringence experiment
(FIGURE
see Ref. 21).

P~icular cUlture sample provided by R. P. Blakemore are shown in
Figure 5. For this sample, M = 1.4 X 10-13 emu. This relatively smaIl
moment compared to other cultured samples correlates with fewer magmag
netosomes andmdlcates
·'
. moment per b
· 'IS
v.
that the magnetic
actenum
anable and depends on the conditions of growth.
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11Ie CUrve~ ~Cally induced birefringence of a sample of magnetlJl,aClIc badef1a.
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a least-squares fit of the data to Eq. (25).
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A. magnetotacticum is bipolarly flagellated, that is, it has a flagellum
at both ends of the cell and can swim in either direction along the
magnetic field lines. However, many other magnetotactic bacterial spe
species one observes in sediments are asymmetrically flagellated and have
unidirectional motility. As noted above, these bacteria from New Eng'
land swim along magnetic field lines in the field direction. Based on
the passive orientation hypothesis, this occurs if the bacterial moment
is oriented in the cell forward with respect to the flagellum (Figure 6).
Then the bacterium will propel itself in the field direction when the
moment is oriented in the field, and will be North-seeking in the geo
geomagnetic field. If the bacterial moment were oriented in the cell rearward
with respect to the flagellum, the cell would propel itself opposite to
the field direction when the moment was oriented in the field, and hence
would be South-seeking in the geomagnetic field.
sub. S~uth-seeking bacteria have been produced in the laboratory by sub
Jectmg them to magnetic pulses9 or ac magnetic fields 28 which are strong
enough to overcome the magnetic interaction forces between the par
particles in the chain and cause their moments to rotate and reorient along
the chain in the opposite direction. Field strengths of several hundred
gauss are required,9 consistent with magnetic measurements on freeze
20
dried cells and in agreement with estimates based on the "chain ~f
spheres" model of Jacobs and Bean,17 who considered the magnetIC
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FIGURE 6 Schemalic·
. bacferia III
an external
.
~on of North-seeking and South-seeking
. tilt
badl:ria: aliIDagDetic field. The solid arrows represent the biomagnetic compasses JI1 •ve
~g ..........
~.~
the field diIection. The dashed .arrows represent the teSjlCCU
UUIIS.

properties of a chain of single domain particles in a different context
Southbefore the discovery of magnetotactic bacteria. The fact that South
remagremag
even
and
ry
laborato
the
in
d
produce
be
can
seeking bacteria
~etized back to North-seeking again leads to the question of why bacteria
ques~ New England are exclusively North-seeking, and to the larger ques
.
bacteria
on
taxis
magneto
by
d
conferre
is
e
advantag
tion of what

BIOLOGICAL ADVANTAGE

S~~e ~y

ro
sediment-dwelling bacteria are anaerobic or microaerothat
sms
mechani
have
to
them
for
geous
advanta
be
would
philic, It
conpreven~ them from swimming up toward the toxic, higher oxygen con
MagMag
ts.
sedimen
the
in
them
keep
and
surface,
water
the
centratJ.?n at
approxinetotaxis serves this purpose. Since the geomagnetic field is approxi
inclined
are
surface
earth's
the
at
lines
field
c
magneti
the
mately dipolar
latitude
at
intensity
field
total
The
latitude.
with
s
increase
that
at:m angle
eIS approximately
HG

= 0.3 (3 sin2 9 +

1)1/2

G,

(26)

and the inclination I from the horizontal is given by
tan I

= 2 tan 9.

(27)

::e Northern Hemisphere the field is inclined downwards, ~inting
HemIsphere
ght down at the North magnetic pole. In the Southern
. t
.,
the field"
,
polO latitude,
WIth
g
increasin
angle
an
at
IS Inclmed upwards '
.
109 strai
up at the South magnetic pole. At the. geomagneticIdequator
I'
the fieldght
.
'IS honzont
al. Because of the inclination of the fie mes,
No
ere and
nn Ith-seeking bacteria migrate downward in the North Hemisph
'
.
~w~·
bactena
ee~g
South.s
7).
(Figure
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In the S~uthern
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Cl~ this hyPothesis (Figure 8). In contrast to New England (~
~c
batten n!OON) and other Northern Hemisphere locales,JO ~eto
a In fresh water and marine sediments in Australia and ew
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FIGURE 7 Swimming directions of North-seeking and South-seeking bacte~a
downward-inclined and UPward-inclined geomagnetic field in the Northern and ou
Hemispheres, respectively.

Zealand (inclination 70 S) are almost exclusively South-seeki~gd
These bacteria have chains of particles and can be remagnetlze. to
N rth
.
.In Brazil (incltna· At the geomagnetic
o -seeking poIanty.
equator
.
tion 0°) bOth North-seeking and South-seeking bacteria are present 10
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. . natUf3I
en ,lIRE 8 Ratio of South-seeking bacteria to total magnetotactic bactena ID. field.
VIromnents, plotted as a function of the angle of inclination of the geomagnelJC

roughly equal numbers. 32 Thus, the vertical component of the geomag
geomagn~tic field selects the predominant cell polarity in natural environments,
with downward directed motion advantageous for, and upward directed
motion detrimental to survival of the organisms. 33 At the geomagnetic
equator where motion is directed horizontally, both polarities benefit
because horizontally directed motion reduces harmful upward migration.
The role of the vertical magnetic field component has also been
confinued in laboratory experiments. When a sediment sample from
New. England, initially containing North-seeking bacteria, is placed in
a coil that produced a field of twice the magnitude and opposite sign
~o the ambient vertical field, the polarity of the bacteria in the sample
IS observed to invert over several weeks, that is over many bacterial
generations. 28 If a sample is placed in a coil that cancels the vertical
component of the ambient magnetic field, the population in the sample
ten~ toward equal numbers of both polarities, again over many gen
gene:~n~ .. Equal numbers of both polarities are also obtained whe~ sam
samp s ImtIally containing all North- or all South-seeking bactena are
Placed in an enclosure that cancels the ambient magnetic field (8 <
O.01 G) 32
. Further experiments in null field by Blakemore and h'IS
34
sludents confirm the role of oxygen. When samples with tight stoppers
areplad'
ce In the zero field enclosure bacteria of both poI"
antIes are
ultimateI
·In the sediment and ' in the water column up to th e
y found
sUrfac
. d'1
f
fu' e. When the sample bottles are loosely stoppered, a1lowmg
1Sion of air, bacteria are found in the sediments but not in the water
column.
miOth~r possible advantages of magnetotaxis to bacteria involve ra~id
grallon along magnetic field lines. This could be useful for populatIon

<Ii

. d'ffu'
2S
1bspersal ' as an escape response or in outrunning cherrucal
1 Slon.

ere are also consequences of
of''magneto
magnetotaxis
taxis and Fe304 synthesis that
maYor may not be advantageous. Magnetic bacteria that are within 4
ILm of
ofeach
each
. experience magnetic forces greater than.the forces
of
Bm
. other WIll
baete .WDlan motion. Fe304 synthesis also increases the denSIty of the
na, helping them to stay down in the sediments even when the~
are
not
. and may serve some metabolIc
. fun'
Finan sw'Itnming,
C!Ions as well '.
cenuIarY' fumagnetotactic
bacteria live their lives and cany out all th~rr
. .
.
_n),;
hich vanes
from
nctlOns In a magnetic field of therr own l1uuung W
f
1'0.._ Over a thousand gauss at the surface of the particles to tens 0
~Satthe
.
penphery of the cell.

DISCUSSION
While the ability to synthesize Fe304 and construct magnetosomes ,is
certainly genetically encoded, the polarity of the magnetosome cham
cannot be encoded. If a bacterium that lacks magnetosomes starts to
synthesize them de novo there is equal probability that, when the p~'
ticles grow to pennanent single domain size, the chain will magnet1Z~
with North-seeking pole forward or with South-seeking pole forward,
a population of these bacteria will consist of I: I North-seekers and
South-seekers. If however, the daughter cells inherit some of the paren~
magnetosomes during cell division, they will inherit the parental polan~
(Figure 9). As they synthesize new magneto
magnetosomes
somes at the ends of ~eIf
inherited chains, the magnetic field produced by the existing partIcles
will magnetize the new particles in the same direction. Thus No~'
seeking bacteria can produce North-seeking progeny and South-seeking
bactena
. can produce South-seeking progeny. However, there are mech
mechisms by which some progeny with the opposite polarity are produced
m each generation. For example, if in the cell division process. so~e
of the daughter cells inherit no parental magnetosomes, these cells will
synthesize them de novo and about one-half of those cells will end ~p
with the polarity opposite to that of the parents. So for examp~e. ill
New England where North-seeking bacteria are found and predonunate,
Some South-seekers are produced in each population division. Und~r
nonnal circumstances, these South-seekers are unfavored by being :~
reeted upwards towards the surface when they are separated from

:m

~

muslf3lillg
c ustration of magnetosome inheritance hypothesis.
of the
dauglm:r cells
~ cells produce predominantly North-seeking progeny. If ~ soutf!
soutf!-''''.
receIVes no parental nJagnetosomes it has a 50% chance ofberollllIlg
- .....
.....ug.
ug.
FIGURE 9 SdJemati·ill

bow Nt!'I1h-seekin

I
sediments, and their total population remains low compared to the North
Northseeking population. However, when the vertical magnetic field is in
inverted, as in the experiment described above, these South-seekers are
~ddenly favored and their progeny eventually predominate as the pre
preVIOusly favored North-seeking population declines in their newly un
unfavorable circumstances. When the vertical component is set equal to
zero, neither polarity is favored and the population eventually equalizes.
We. can envision a similar process occurring in natural environments
dunng reversals or excursions of the geomagnetic field. J5 During these
~esses the vertical component changes sign over thousands of years.
11l1s would be accompanied by a change in the predominant polarity
of th~ magnetotactic bacterial population in that locale.
Solt IS also interesting to consider the relationship between North and
froUth-seeking bacteria. They are not mutants, since one can be produced
.m ~e other by magnetic means. Neither are they enantiomers or
I1Urror ~age pairs. They can be described as ecophenotypes36 but if
we consider only their swimming directions and magnetic polarity (fig
(figure 6) they can also be described as parity types. That is, they are
converted by a parity transformation. In this transformation x ~ -x.
~~ - Y. and z ~ - z, reversing polar vectors but not axial vecto~.
velOCity direction is a polar vector and magnetic moment an axtal
vector
.
.all
' a panty transform operation (the magnetic pulse) essentI y
~v~S the SWimming direction but not the magnetic moment, trans
transorming North-seekers into South-seekers and vice versa.
FimaIly
maIly . . .
.
th
. ' It IS mteresting to speculate on the evolutIOn of e magmag
response. Oxygen toxicity or, in the period before the oxy
oxy'" I On of the atmosphere and the creation of the ozone layer, ultra
ultra'.0 et to . .
.
f
l1iodern XIC1ty nught have made it advantageous for the ancestors 0
in the ~gnetotactic bacteria to stay away from the water ~urfa~ and
~unents. If bacteria had precipitated higher denSIty mmeraI
densi for ~hatever reason, they would have in~ their average
ferribty, ~t IS, tak~n on ballast. Hydrous iron oxi~ ~era1s such ~
$pecj Y<!rite and lepidocrocite are known to be precipitated by C~rtalfi
in thees o~ bacteria (the so-called iron bacteria) from iron ions ~v~a~le
enVifOnment '37 and henee are good candidates for the precIpitatIon
Pnlducts
..
the
hydro .of the hypothetical ancestors. However, the densItIes. of 1
1IInnl"US ifOn oxides are typically -3.0. Magnetite with denSIty 5.
V"'U be e
sYnthes.
Yen more advantageous asbalIast for.orgaIll'sms able to
IZe FCjO
FCjO.... by partial reduction and dehydration of the hydroUS

:::tiC

iron oxides. After organisms could
precipitate Fe304, we can imagine
optimization of the magnetotactic
response by natural selection. ~ote
that the ballast argument applies
to essentially nonmotile organtsms
because only for them will the vertical
distribution be determined sol~ly
by gravitational and thermal forces.
Motile organisms would requIre
tactic responses to distinguish up from
down. In orde r to functi~n as a
gravity transducer, a large mass of
Fe304 would have to be sItuated
forward in the bacterium with resp
ect to the flagellum. However,.for
micron sized organisms Fe304 is seve
ral hundred times more effiCIent
as a magnetI.c transducer than as a
. trans ducer 38
graVIty
.
If downward direction motion of a
bacterial population by rn~~eto
taxis is desirable, what is the minimu
m average mome~t or ~1I D:
amount of magnetite required? In
general, the populatIon WIll be.
fectively directed downward when the
average orientation in the vertIcal
direction is greater than the root mea
n squared deviation from the av
aVerage orientation. In the Langevin theo
ry this condition is satisfied when
a( =M Hlk D ~ 2. Thus at hirge incl
inations as in New England, a
.
.
populatIon WIth
' 1 0 -13 emu
an average moment of approxim
ately 1.6 x
is sufficiently well oriented in the
geomagnetic field of 0.5 G to be
directed do,:vnward and not upward.
This moment corresponds to about
three 500-A magnetite particles per
cell .
CONCLUSION
Magnetotactic bacteria are magneti
c bacteria synthesizing an intra~Y·
t I
op asrru.c Fe304 pennanent dipole mom
' .
blOent whi
ch functIons as a blO
magnetic compass. Recently, magneto
tactic green algae of ~e g~
Chlamydomonas have been discovered
in sediments from braCkish CO
lagoon in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil39 and
Y
from a man
~o, Florida: Magnetotaxis in these eukaryot gove swamp in Ke.
ic microo~anis~ ~~
SimIlar to that 10 magnetotactic bact
eria, that is, passive onentatJon
the cell. by.t he torque exerted by the
netic field on a perrnane~
ma~tIc dipole moment in the cell. mag
Algae from Brazil are South
seekmg; algae from Florida are Nor
th-seeking. The magnetic rnorn.en~
of.aann alga was measured by cinemat
of.
ographically determining the SWl~
mtng speed and the width of a U-turn
following reversal of the magnetiC
: : {Eq. (l.2)}.39The moment M = 10-- 11
emu , about ten times l~~
the typICal bacterial moments. If the
permanent magnetic rnatet1 .

in the algae is Fe304, there should be about 200 particles of 500 A
dimension in each cell. This is presently being investigated with electron
microscopy.
Since the response time in passive magnetic orientation is roughly
the ~ube of the radius divided by the magnetic moment [Eq. (10)],
passive magnetotaxis is probably not a useful mechanism for organisms
larger than about 10 microns radius. For larger organisms very large
moments would be required to maintain rapid response times. However,
other organisms including pigeons,40 bees 41 and chitons42 ,43 are known
to.contain Fe30 4,44 and in some of these organisms Fe304 could con-·
celVably function as the basis of a magnetic field sensing organ which
would allow the use of the geomagnetic field for orientational and
temporal cues.
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